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Deep Learning Success Stories

Dall-E 2, Imagen, Parti 

Painting of the orange cat Otto von Garfield, 
Count of Bismarck-Schönhausen, Duke of 
Lauenburg, Minister-President of Prussia. 
Depicted wearing a Prussian Pickelhaube 
and eating his favorite meal - lasagna.

A photo of the back of a wombat wearing  
a backpack and holding a walking stick.  
It is next to a waterfall and is staring  
at a distant mountain.



Is Scale All We Need?

• Scale can lead to abstractions  
and generalization across tasks 

• Still difficult to know when  
a model will succeed or fail.  

• How can we scale up to more 
diverse application domains?

The Bitter Lesson 
Rich Sutton, March 13, 2019 
The biggest lesson that can be read 
from 70 years of AI research is that 
general methods that leverage 
computation are ultimately the most 
effective, and by a large margin. 

http://www.incompleteideas.net/IncIdeas/
BitterLesson.html

http://www.incompleteideas.net/IncIdeas/BitterLesson.html
http://www.incompleteideas.net/IncIdeas/BitterLesson.html


Is Scale All We Need?

https://jacobbuckman.com/
2022-06-14-an-actually-good-
argument-against-naive-ai-scaling/

• Scale can lead to abstractions  
and generalization across tasks 

• Still difficult to know when  
a model will succeed or fail.  

• How can we scale up to more 
diverse application domains?
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Adapting Deep Learning to New Domains

Lessons from deep learning 


1. Gradient descent scales really well 
2. Model engineering scales pretty well



Horizons of AI Research
Healthcare

Many prediction tasks, 
imbalanced data

Science & Engineering

Deep domain knowledge 
but limited data

Autonomous Vehicles

Generalization to 
long tail events

Challenges in emerging domains
1. Incorporating (enough) domain knowledge 
2. Reliable generalization across related tasks 
3. Avoiding overconfident predictions
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and Robotics
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Language
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Simulation-based

Modeling

Weaker assumptionsStronger assumptions

Known dynamics 
(e.g. PDEs) for system

Some domain knowledge 
(e.g. structure)

More knowledge 
(and edge cases)
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Figure 1: Our PyBullet block stacking setup. (a) a simulated UR5 arm and a 60⇥60 cm workspace with blocks, (b) a simulated
top-down depth camera image of the workspace, (c) and (d) are examples of the goals states of 2 of our 16 block stacking tasks.

manipulation, our approach should generalize well to any problem
in robotics with a large action space.

This paper makes two main contributions. First, we show that a
state-conditioned action prior is an e�ective way to transfer knowl-
edge from previously solved tasks to new tasks in a robotic manipu-
lation domain. Our experimental results indicate that this approach
can dramatically increase the probability of visiting a goal state
during exploration. Second, we introduce a method of learning a
state-conditioned action prior in situations where the previously
learned policies are valid over di�erent regions of the state/action
space. This problem only occurs in large state/action spaces such as
in robotic manipulation, and we believe we are the �rst to address
it.

2 RELATEDWORK
Action priors bias action selection during the exploration phase
of learning towards actions that were previously determined to be
viable. This information can either be speci�ed by an expert [1] or
extracted from policies from previously solved tasks [1, 6, 21, 22, 25].
Note that action priors refer to a di�erent construct than policy
priors [5, 34], as action priors do not involve posterior inference of
policy parameters.

Sherstov and Stone [25] eliminated actions not optimal for any
previous task in a state-agnostic way. Together with their trans-
fer learning algorithm, the state-agnostic action prior increases
learning speed in grid-world mazes. Fernández-Rebollo and Veloso
[6], Rosman and Ramamoorthy [21, 22] explored state-speci�c ac-
tion priors in similar discrete-state-space MDPs. Fernández-Rebollo
and Veloso [6] alternated between rolling out the policy being
learned and a policy sampled from a library. The probability distri-
bution over the library of policies was updated online to maximize
rewards for the current task. Rosman and Ramamoorthy [21, 22]
�lled in the pseudo-counts of Dirichlet distributions used to select
actions in each state by a weighted-sum of actions selected by pre-
viously learned policies. Abel et al. [1] combined action priors and
hand-crafted object-oriented representations [4] to improve the
run time of dynamic programming policy search for a Minecraft
environment and a real-world robotic manipulation task.

In contrast to pre-de�ned factored representations in Abel et al.
[1], we learn the action prior and model-free policies from pixels.
The Dirichlet prior [21, 22] is not easily extensible to continuous
state spaces; instead, we learn the action prior as a convolutional

network. Compared to Fernández-Rebollo and Veloso [6], we can-
not keep a library of policies loaded in memory, as each policy
is parameterized by a large convolutional network–we distill all
policies into a single action prior network.

In concurrent work, Ajay and Agrawal [2], Pertsch et al. [19]
learned action priors over �xed-length sequences of actions (also
called skill priors). Both approaches use varitional autoencoders
to learn representations for action sequences, and can be used to
solve composite robotic manipulation tasks. Singh et al. [26] studied
action priors (here called behavior priors) in a settingwhere training
and testing tasks di�er in terms of the objects being manipulated,
but are otherwise the same.

The topic of e�cient exploration is closely related to action
prior. Methods in this category often do not use additional informa-
tion, such as prior policies. Instead, they use a notion of surprise
or information content of a visited state. These quantities can be
measured by counting the number of times states were visited [27]
or by model-based approaches [11, 17]. Our problem statement is
incomparable with these approaches, as we exploit additional infor-
mation from previously learned tasks, which facilitates much more
targeted exploration compared to the notion of surprise alone.

Transfer learning has been studied extensively both in classi-
cal reinforcement learning [28] and in deep reinforcement learning
[9, 16, 29]. Goyal et al. [9], Teh et al. [29] learned a so-called default
policy while learning multiple specialized policies in a multi-task
or a multi-goal RL. To transfer to new tasks, Teh et al. [29] used the
KL-divergence between the default policy and a new policy as reg-
ularization, and Goyal et al. [9] used their default policy to quantify
the notion of a "decision state": a state in which we need make a
decision based on the task we want to solve (e.g., a crossroads in a
maze). Their agent is then encouraged to explore decision states
by adding an intrinsic reward. Both Goyal et al. [9], Teh et al. [29]
focuses their experimental evaluation on navigation tasks, with the
latter transfer method only being applicable to discrete-state-space
domains (due to them using count-based exploration). Parisotto
et al. [16] distill policies from training tasks into a single student,
which is then used to initialize the testing policy.

3 BACKGROUND
We model the pick and place robotics tasks in this paper as Markov
Decision Processes (MDPs, [3]) M = h(,�, %,', d0,Wi. ( and �
represent the sets of state and actions, % : (⇥� ! %A (() is a

[McInerney et al., 2020][Biza et al., 2021][Smedemark-Margulies et al., 2021]
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The Next 700 
AI Domains



Two Ingredients for a Language


1. Core operations / abstractions 
2. Mechanisms for composition into program



Differentiable Programming

1. Abstractions: Differentiation, Tensor Calculus, Layers

2. Composition: Networks, Objectives, Optimization
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prior likelihoodmodel 
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p✓ (x ,⌘) = p(⌘) p(x | f✓ (⌘))
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Stochastic Simulator 
(most of science and engineering)
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Inference Model  
(approximate inverse)

p✓ (⌘ | x) =
p(⌘) p✓ (x | ⌘)
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Amortized Inference



p✓ (x ,⌘) = p(⌘) p(x | f✓ (⌘))
<latexit sha1_base64="QikuwadzMkNk65VRQ1Nj1CxXe/k=">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</latexit>

q�(x ,⌘) = q(x) q(⌘ | g�(x))
<latexit sha1_base64="gFcSTgWt3zqhs9V70AWKIkC2hUA=">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</latexit>

p✓ (⌘ | x) =
p✓ (x | ⌘) p(⌘)

p✓ (x))
<latexit sha1_base64="CqxFG7JGRGUpRtZZy+Ff8YXB81s=">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</latexit>

f
<latexit sha1_base64="ymcNwjIS95ezrJNt3Y6SPTYIgnM=">AAAGo3icfdTbbtMwGABgb7AyymmDS24mqklcVFWyjm3cTaAJJG62aidpqSbH+ZNGc5xgO9s6y08Al/BwvA12FqCJI1ylsuzv99kOC5oK6Xm/lpYfPFzpPVp93H/y9NnzF2vrL09FXnICJySnOT8PsQCaMjiRqaRwXnDAWUjhLLz6aOvProGLNGfHcl7ANMMJS+OUYGmKjuLLtYE38qq04Wb8OjNAdTq8XF/5HkQ5KTNgklAsxIXvFXKqMJcpoaD7QSmgwOQKJ3BhsgxnIKaqGqneaNQe+1MV50wCI40whTORYTnT/c1WqdWiacnM9Ay82W9dOFW2mQhEmrBmVJjpfj+IIDbLVg1NRSEtQavJpw9aecOd8dDf2tUtwiGqhb/nDc2vDRIOwGqytz30d/ZcU5S8oPAPeZa1Uc4xS/4g24yFbUTm2HRGsvmVMSMznOrzzffOzo4DgxuSZxlmkQqugegLs+ABMFFysAujgjBTA19r7eB7amKq+n6wWHmrlQoaEw6u1a1us/kCswtn0NxBd11t3TnsaxcL5Awk7hi97Na47LClY0sXcQfx9gihs08oREpz5swnXtDVuYvdTumCqc+MbZKaux1hp8Vi1s2LWerYSWtnJtoel0WBeZJhs89BXgDHMuf2Ft+kckbTLJVC1fXajUrZ/6NMfbuzA908lPY/DNWBdiQJaXUwm2vnnlDCo6azs+xgCW+y+43rgEUL1gvcIfOWrC9yhyTzpqxuc+UaLxXFEm7FPGu+XxAWPM9j3a/e7/c27fx9rd3M6dbIH4/GR9uD/Un9kq+i1+gNeot8tIv20Wd0iE4QQYC+oR/oZ2+z96U36R3f0+WlOuYVaqTe9DcjX25h</latexit>

⌘
<latexit sha1_base64="cuPoQeDKkjCoJpmw4OQ5A+sPj0g=">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</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="71dFiF1d1RInQ7KIYX33iPFmyK4=">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</latexit>

prior likelihoodmodel 
(program)

⌘
<latexit sha1_base64="cuPoQeDKkjCoJpmw4OQ5A+sPj0g=">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</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="71dFiF1d1RInQ7KIYX33iPFmyK4=">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</latexit>

approx. 
posterior

data 
distribution

network 
(program)

g
<latexit sha1_base64="ofH0FlSjwpPY8l+R08aTury51kc=">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</latexit>

Inference Model  
(approximate inverse)

Amortized Inference
Stochastic Simulator 

(most of science and engineering)



Amortized InferenceModel Learning

min
✓

D(q(x) || p✓ (x))
<latexit sha1_base64="M5KWi/Lu0ed/gaAI8liMUqzKHEg=">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</latexit>

min
�
E

x⇠q

⇥
D(q�(⌘ | x) || p✓ (⌘ | x))

⇤
<latexit sha1_base64="Jt7Z0Fn6iSIDzDdwDkxpr7+0mZg=">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</latexit>

f
<latexit sha1_base64="ymcNwjIS95ezrJNt3Y6SPTYIgnM=">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</latexit>

⌘
<latexit sha1_base64="cuPoQeDKkjCoJpmw4OQ5A+sPj0g=">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</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="71dFiF1d1RInQ7KIYX33iPFmyK4=">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</latexit>

prior likelihoodmodel 
(program)

⌘
<latexit sha1_base64="cuPoQeDKkjCoJpmw4OQ5A+sPj0g=">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</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="71dFiF1d1RInQ7KIYX33iPFmyK4=">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</latexit>

approx. 
posterior

data 
distribution

network 
(program)

g
<latexit sha1_base64="ofH0FlSjwpPY8l+R08aTury51kc=">AAAGo3icfdRtT9QwHADwgnLi+QDoS98QLyS+uFw2QMB3REM0MTFw4SlhF9J1/9stdN1sO2A0/QT6Uj+c38Z2TL2ti73s0rS/f5/bMKeJkJ73a2HxwcOl3qPlx/0nT589X1lde3EqsoITOCEZzfh5iAXQhMGJTCSF85wDTkMKZ+HVB1t/dg1cJBk7lmUOkxTHLJkmBEtTdBRfrg68kVeldTfj15kBqtPh5drS9yDKSJECk4RiIS58L5cThblMCAXdDwoBOSZXOIYLk2U4BTFR1Uj1eqP22J+oacYkMNIIUzgVKZYz3d9olVotmpbMTM/Am/3WhRNlm4lAJDFrRoWp7veDCKZm2aqhqSikBWg1/vheK2+4szX0N3d1i3CIauHveUPza4OYA7Ca7G0P/Z091+QFzyn8Q55lbZRxzOI/yDZjYRuREpvOSFpeGTMyw6k+33xv7ew4MLghWZpiFqngGoi+MAseABMFB7swKghTNfC11g6+pyamqu8H85W3WqmgMeHgWt3qNivnmF04g0oH3XW1deewr10skDOQuGP0slvjosMWji1cxB3E2yOEzj4hFwnNmDOf6Zyuzt3U7ZTOmfrM2CapudsRdlrMZ908nyWOHbd2ZqztcZkXmMcpNvscZDlwLDNub/FNImc0SRMpVF2v3aiE/T/K1Lc7O9DNQ2n/w1AdaEeSkFYHs7l27gklPGo6O8sOFvMmu9+4Dpi3YL3AHTJryfoid0hSNmV1myvXeKkolnAryrT5fkGY8yyb6n71fr+zaefva+1mTjdH/tZo62h7sP+lfsmX0Sv0Gr1BPtpF++gTOkQniCBA39AP9LO30fvcG/eO7+niQh3zEjVSb/IbKGpuXg==</latexit>

Generative Model  
(stochastic simulator)

Inference Model  
(approximate inverse)

Amortized Inference
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Minimizing the Inclusive KL divergence

[Bornschein and Bengio, ICLR 2015] [Le, Kosiorek, Siddarth, Teh, Wood, UAI 2019]

Idea 1: Minimize inclusive KL (rather than exclusive KL)

min
�
E

x⇠q

⇥
DKL(q�(⌘ | x) || p✓ (⌘ | x))

⇤
! min

�
E

x⇠q

⇥
DKL(p✓ (⌘ | x) ||q�(⌘ | x))

⇤
<latexit sha1_base64="w58BeIvSleMMBlMm7KpA5QuzMHw=">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</latexit>

Idea 2: Use importance sampling to approximate gradient

�r� DKL(p✓ (⌘ | x) ||q�(⌘ | x)) = E
⌘⇠p✓ (· | x)

⇥
r� log q�(⌘ | x)

⇤

'
LX

l=1

wl
P

l 0 wl 0
r� log q�(⌘ | x)

<latexit sha1_base64="LjbD0cD4inc3grckk0AL/3EzRdQ=">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</latexit>

Use importance sampling

wl =
p✓ (x ,⌘l)
q�(⌘l | x) ⌘l ⇠ q�(⌘ | x)

<latexit sha1_base64="0NpiSRRJR7gfjAlrqgTB2C/NuIo=">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</latexit>

min
�
E

x⇠q

⇥
DKL(q�(⌘ | x) || p✓ (⌘ | x))

⇤
! min

�
E

x⇠q

⇥
DKL(p✓ (⌘ | x) ||q�(⌘ | x))

⇤
<latexit sha1_base64="w58BeIvSleMMBlMm7KpA5QuzMHw=">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</latexit>



Minimizing the Inclusive KL divergence

[Bornschein and Bengio, ICLR 2015] [Le, Kosiorek, Siddarth, Teh, Wood, UAI 2019]

Idea 1: Minimize inclusive KL rather than exclusive KL 

min
�
E

x⇠q

⇥
DKL(q�(⌘ | x) || p✓ (⌘ | x))

⇤
! min

�
E

x⇠q

⇥
DKL(p✓ (⌘ | x) ||q�(⌘ | x))

⇤
<latexit sha1_base64="w58BeIvSleMMBlMm7KpA5QuzMHw=">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</latexit>

Idea 2: Use importance sampling to approximate gradient

Use importance sampling

wl =
p✓ (x ,⌘l)
q�(⌘l | x) ⌘l ⇠ q�(⌘ | x)
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�r� DKL(p✓ (⌘ | x) ||q�(⌘ | x)) = E
⌘⇠p✓ (· | x)

⇥
r� log q�(⌘ | x)

⇤

'
LX

l=1

wl
P

l 0 wl 0
r� log q�(⌘l | x)
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Amortized Importance Samplers

Importance Sampling

Use proposals qφ(η | x) 
to sample from pθ(η | x)

Variational Inference

Learn proposals qφ(η | x) 
using samples from pθ(η | x)

Better gradient estimates

Better proposals

• Does not rely on differentiable models / reparameterization 
• Often works as well as, or better than, maximizing a lower bound

[Bornschein and Bengio, ICLR 2015] [Le, Kosiorek, Siddarth, Teh, Wood, UAI 2019]



Amortized Importance Samplers

Importance Sampling

Use proposals qφ(η | x) 
to sample from pθ(η | x)

Variational Inference

Learn proposals qφ(η | x) 
using samples from pθ(η | x)

Better gradient estimates

Better proposals

Opportunity: New VI methods based on  
SMC samplers, nested importance samplers, etc

[Bornschein and Bengio, ICLR 2015] [Le, Kosiorek, Siddarth, Teh, Wood, UAI 2019]



• Corpus level (many videos)  
Digit shapes 
Transition dynamics 

• Instances (single videos)  
Object representations 

• Data-points (single frames)  
Object positions

Example (~2019): Amortized Population Gibbs
Task: Unsupervised Tracking

[Wu, Zimmermann, Sennesh, Le, van de Meent, ICML 2020]



Classic Chicken-and-Egg Problem

• Easy: Infer object representations 
given object positions 
 

 

• Also Easy: Infer positions given 
object representations 

• Not Easy: Joint inference of 
positions and representations 
 

Example (~2019): Amortized Population Gibbs

[Wu, Zimmermann, Sennesh, Le, van de Meent, ICML 2020]



Problem:
Only computable in  

conjugate exponential 
family models 

Classic Solution: Iterate

• Step 0: Initialize representations 
and positions.  

• Update 1: Infer object representations 
given object positions 

• Update 2: Infer object representations 
given object positions 
 z ⇠ p(z | x ,⌘)
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⌘ ⇠ p(⌘ | x , z)
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Example (~2019): Amortized Population Gibbs

[Wu, Zimmermann, Sennesh, Le, van de Meent, ICML 2020]



Modern solution: Learn Updates

• Step 0: Initialize representations 
and positions.  

• Update 1: Infer object representations 
given object positions 

• Update 2: Infer object representations 
given object positions 
 z ⇠ q�(z | x ,⌘)
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⌘ ⇠ q�(⌘ | x , z)
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Example (~2019): Amortized Population Gibbs

[Wu, Zimmermann, Sennesh, Le, van de Meent, ICML 2020]



Example (~2019): Amortized Population Gibbs
ReconstructionsInferred Positions

• Completely unsupervised 
• Computationally efficient (~5 updates, ~10 particles)

[Wu, Zimmermann, Sennesh, Le, van de Meent, ICML 2020]
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Reasoning Compositionally About Inference

Algorithm 1 Amortized Population Gibbs Sampling
1: for n in 1, . . . , N do . Loop over batch items
2: G� = 0 . Initialize gradient to 0
3: xn ⇠ pDATA(x)
4: for l in 1, . . . , L do . Initialize particles
5: zn,1,l ⇠ q�(z | xn)
6: wn,1,l  p✓(xn, zn,1,l) / q�(zn,1,l)

7: for k in 2, . . . ,K do . Loop over Gibbs updates
8: z̃, w̃ = zn,k�1, wn,k�1

9: for b in 1, . . . , B do . Loop over block updates
10: z̃, w̃ = RESAMPLE(z̃, w̃)
11: for l in 1, . . . , L do . Update particles
12: z̃0 lb ⇠ q�(· | xn, z̃l�b)

13: w̃l =
p✓(x

n,z̃0 l
b ,z̃l

�b) q�(z̃
l
b|x

n,z̃l
�b)

p✓(xn,z̃ l
b ,z̃

l
�b) q�(z̃

0 l
b |xn,z̃l

�b)
w̃l

14: z̃lb = z̃0 lb
15: G� = G� +

PL
l=1

w̃l
P

l0 w̃
l0

d
d� log q�(z̃lb | xn, z̃l�b) . Accumulate gradients

16: zn,k, wn,k = z̃, w̃

17: return G�, z, w . Output: Gradients, NKL weighted samples

4 Neural Sufficient Statistics131

Gibbs sampling strategies that sample from exact conditionals rely on conjugacy relationships.132

Typically, we assume a prior and likelihood that can both be expressed as exponential families133

p(x | z) = h(x) exp{⌘(z)> T (x)� logA(⌘(z))},
p(z) = h(z) exp{�>T (z)� logA(�)}.

In these densities h(·) is a base measure, T (·) is a vector of sufficient statistics, and A(·) is a log134

normalizer. The two densities are jointly conjugate when135

T (z) = (⌘(z),� logA(⌘(z))) (13)

In this case, the posterior distribution lies in the same exponential family as the prior136

p(z | x) / h(z) exp
�
(�1 + T (x))>T (z)� (�2 + 1) logA(⌘(z))

 
. (14)

Typically, the prior p(z | �) and likelihood p(x | z) are not jointly conjugate, but it is possible to137

identify conjugacy relationships at the level of invididual blocks of variables,138

p(zb | z�b, x) / h(zb) exp{(�b,1 + T (x, z�b))
>T (zb)� (�b,2 + 1) logA(⌘(zb))}. (15)

In the more general setting we consider here, these conjugacy relationships will typically not hold.139

However, we can still take inspiration from such relationships to design variational distributions that140

make use of conditional independencies in a model. We will assume that each of the approximate141

Gibbs updates q�(zb | x, z�b) is an exponential family, whose parameters are computed from a vector142

of prior parameters � and a vector of neural sufficient statistics T�(x, z�b)143

q�(zb | x, z�b) = p(zb | �+ T�(x, z�b)). (16)

This parameterization has a number of desirable properties. Exponential families are the largest-144

entropy distributions that match the moments defined by the sufficient statistics (see e.g. Wainwright145

and Jordan [2008]), which is helpful when minimizing the inclusive KL divergence. In exponential146

families it is also more straightforward to control the entropy of the variational distribution. In147

particular, we can initialize T�(x, z�b) to output values close to zero in order to ensure that we148

initially propose from a prior and/or regularize T�(x, z�b) to help avoid local optima.149

A particularly useful case arises in models where the data x = {x1, . . . , xM} are independent150

conditioned on z. In these models it is often possible to partition the latent variables z = {zG, zL}151

5

• APG is an example of a 
amortized SMC sampler 

• Known building blocks, but 
not trivial to combine correctly 

• Can we define compositional  
methods for importance sampling 
and gradient estimation?

What (inference) DSL could define this sampler / variational method?



Combinators: A DSL for Inference

ProposeResampleMove

def pop_gibbs(target , proposal , kernels , sweeps ):
q = propose(partial(target , suffix =0),

partial(proposal , suffix =0))
for s in range(sweeps ):

for k in kernels:
q = propose(

extend(partial(target , suffix=s+1),
partial(k, suffix=s)),

compose(partial(k, suffix=s+1),
resample(q, dim =0)))

return q

data , opt = ...
target , proposal , kernels = ...
q = pop_gibbs(target , proposal , kernels)
for _ in range (10000):

s0 = State(sample_size =[40, 20],
objective=inc_kl)

s, *outputs = q(s0 , data.next_batch (20))
s.loss.backward ()
opt.step()
opt.zero_grad ()

Figure 1: A combinator-based implementation of amortized population Gibbs sampling (Wu et al., 2020), along with a
procedure for training the target model, initial proposal, and each of the kernels that approximate Gibbs conditionals.

In this notation, the top of the rule lists conditions, and
the bottom states their implications. This rule states that,
for any trace t and density map r that can be generated
by evaluating f(c0), the unnormalized density Jf(c0)Kg(t)
evaluates to the product of the conditional probabilities in
r , whereas the prior density Jf(c0)Kp(t) corresponds to the
product for all unobserved variables. This implies that the
trace is distributed according to the prior, and that the weight
is the ratio between the unnormalized density and the prior

w = g f (t;c0)/p f (t;c0), t ⇠ p f (t;c0).

The above rule implicitly defines the support W f of the
density, in that it only defines the density for traces t that
can be generated by evaluating f(c0). In the languages that
we are interested in here, W f may not be statically deter-
minable through program analysis, but our exposition does
not require its explicit characterization.

Finally, we define the density that a program denotes under
substitution. We will define the unnormalized density to be
invariant under substitution,

Jf(c0)[t 0]Kg(t) = g f [t 0](t;c0) = g f (t;c0).

For the prior under substitution we use the notation

Jf(c0)[t 0]Kp(t) = p f [t 0](t;c0),

to denote a density over newly sampled variables, rather
than over all unobserved variables,
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This construction ensures that w = g f [t 0](t;c0)/p f [t 0](t;c0),
as in the case where no substitution is performed.

As previously, the support W f [t 0] is defined implicitly as
the set of traces that can be generated via evaluation under
substitution, which is a subset of the original support
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3 INFERENCE COMBINATORS

We develop a domain-specific language (DSL) for impor-
tance samplers in terms of four combinators, with a grammar
that defines their possible compositions

f ::= A primitive program
p ::= f | extend(p, f)

q ::= p | resample(q) | compose(q0, q) | propose(p, q)

We distinguish between three expression types. We use f
to refer to a primitive program in the modeling language,
with sampler semantics that perform likelihood weighting
as described in the preceding section. We use p to refer to
a target program, which is either a primitive program, or a
composition of primitive programs that defines a density on
an extended space. Finally, we use q to refer to an inference
program that composes inference combinators.

3.1 EXAMPLE: AMORTIZED GIBBS SAMPLING

Before we define operational semantics for each combina-
tor, we illustrate their use in a concrete example. Figure 1
shows a program that makes use of a combinator DSL that is
embedded in Python. This code implements amortized pop-
ulation Gibbs (APG) samplers (Wu et al., 2020), a recently
developed method that combines stochastic variational in-
ference with sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) samplers to
learn a set of conditional proposals that approximate Gibbs
updates. This is an example where combinators are able to
concisely express an algorithm that would be non-trivial to
implement from scratch, even for experts.

We briefly discuss each operation in this algorithm. The
function pop_gibbs (Figure 1, left) accepts programs which
denote a target density, an initial proposal, and kernels.
It returns a program q that performs APG sampling. This
program is evaluated in the right column to generate sam-
ples, compute an objective, and perform gradient descent to
train the initial proposal and the kernels.

APG samplers perform a series of sweeps, where each sweep
iterates over proposals that approximate Gibbs conditionals.
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f ::= A primitive program
p ::= f | extend(p, f)

q ::= p | resample(q) | compose(q0, q) | propose(p, q)

def pop_gibbs(target , proposal , kernels , sweeps ):
q = propose(partial(target , suffix =0),

partial(proposal , suffix =0))
for s in range(sweeps ):

for k in kernels:
q = propose(

extend(partial(target , suffix=s+1),
partial(k, suffix=s)),

compose(partial(k, suffix=s+1),
resample(q, dim =0)))

return q

data , opt = ...
target , proposal , kernels = ...
q = pop_gibbs(target , proposal , kernels)
for _ in range (10000):

s0 = State(sample_size =[40, 20],
objective=inc_kl)

s, *outputs = q(s0 , data.next_batch (20))
s.loss.backward ()
opt.step()
opt.zero_grad ()

Figure 1: A combinator-based implementation of amortized population Gibbs sampling (Wu et al., 2020), along with a
procedure for training the target model, initial proposal, and each of the kernels that approximate Gibbs conditionals.
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embedded in Python. This code implements amortized pop-
ulation Gibbs (APG) samplers (Wu et al., 2020), a recently
developed method that combines stochastic variational in-
ference with sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) samplers to
learn a set of conditional proposals that approximate Gibbs
updates. This is an example where combinators are able to
concisely express an algorithm that would be non-trivial to
implement from scratch, even for experts.

We briefly discuss each operation in this algorithm. The
function pop_gibbs (Figure 1, left) accepts programs which
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def pop_gibbs(target , proposal , kernels , sweeps ):
q = propose(partial(target , suffix =0),

partial(proposal , suffix =0))
for s in range(sweeps ):

for k in kernels:
q = propose(

extend(partial(target , suffix=s+1),
partial(k, suffix=s)),

compose(partial(k, suffix=s+1),
resample(q, dim =0)))

return q

data , opt = ...
target , proposal , kernels = ...
q = pop_gibbs(target , proposal , kernels)
for _ in range (10000):

s0 = State(sample_size =[40, 20],
objective=inc_kl)

s, *outputs = q(s0 , data.next_batch (20))
s.loss.backward ()
opt.step()
opt.zero_grad ()

Figure 1: A combinator-based implementation of amortized population Gibbs sampling (Wu et al., 2020), along with a
procedure for training the target model, initial proposal, and each of the kernels that approximate Gibbs conditionals.
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developed method that combines stochastic variational in-
ference with sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) samplers to
learn a set of conditional proposals that approximate Gibbs
updates. This is an example where combinators are able to
concisely express an algorithm that would be non-trivial to
implement from scratch, even for experts.

We briefly discuss each operation in this algorithm. The
function pop_gibbs (Figure 1, left) accepts programs which
denote a target density, an initial proposal, and kernels.
It returns a program q that performs APG sampling. This
program is evaluated in the right column to generate sam-
ples, compute an objective, and perform gradient descent to
train the initial proposal and the kernels.

APG samplers perform a series of sweeps, where each sweep
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Figure 1: A combinator-based implementation of amortized population Gibbs sampling (Wu et al., 2020), along with a
procedure for training the target model, initial proposal, and each of the kernels that approximate Gibbs conditionals.

In this notation, the top of the rule lists conditions, and
the bottom states their implications. This rule states that,
for any trace t and density map r that can be generated
by evaluating f(c0), the unnormalized density Jf(c0)Kg(t)
evaluates to the product of the conditional probabilities in
r , whereas the prior density Jf(c0)Kp(t) corresponds to the
product for all unobserved variables. This implies that the
trace is distributed according to the prior, and that the weight
is the ratio between the unnormalized density and the prior

w = g f (t;c0)/p f (t;c0), t ⇠ p f (t;c0).

The above rule implicitly defines the support W f of the
density, in that it only defines the density for traces t that
can be generated by evaluating f(c0). In the languages that
we are interested in here, W f may not be statically deter-
minable through program analysis, but our exposition does
not require its explicit characterization.

Finally, we define the density that a program denotes under
substitution. We will define the unnormalized density to be
invariant under substitution,

Jf(c0)[t 0]Kg(t) = g f [t 0](t;c0) = g f (t;c0).

For the prior under substitution we use the notation

Jf(c0)[t 0]Kp(t) = p f [t 0](t;c0),

to denote a density over newly sampled variables, rather
than over all unobserved variables,

c,t,r,w ;f(c0)[t 0]

Jf(c0)[t 0]Kp(t) = ’
a2dom(t)\dom(t 0)

r(a)

This construction ensures that w = g f [t 0](t;c0)/p f [t 0](t;c0),
as in the case where no substitution is performed.

As previously, the support W f [t 0] is defined implicitly as
the set of traces that can be generated via evaluation under
substitution, which is a subset of the original support

W f [t 0] =
�

t 2 W f : t(a)=t 0(a)8a 2 dom(t)\dom(t 0)
 
.

3 INFERENCE COMBINATORS

We develop a domain-specific language (DSL) for impor-
tance samplers in terms of four combinators, with a grammar
that defines their possible compositions

f ::= A primitive program
p ::= f | extend(p, f)

q ::= p | resample(q) | compose(q0, q) | propose(p, q)

We distinguish between three expression types. We use f
to refer to a primitive program in the modeling language,
with sampler semantics that perform likelihood weighting
as described in the preceding section. We use p to refer to
a target program, which is either a primitive program, or a
composition of primitive programs that defines a density on
an extended space. Finally, we use q to refer to an inference
program that composes inference combinators.

3.1 EXAMPLE: AMORTIZED GIBBS SAMPLING

Before we define operational semantics for each combina-
tor, we illustrate their use in a concrete example. Figure 1
shows a program that makes use of a combinator DSL that is
embedded in Python. This code implements amortized pop-
ulation Gibbs (APG) samplers (Wu et al., 2020), a recently
developed method that combines stochastic variational in-
ference with sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) samplers to
learn a set of conditional proposals that approximate Gibbs
updates. This is an example where combinators are able to
concisely express an algorithm that would be non-trivial to
implement from scratch, even for experts.

We briefly discuss each operation in this algorithm. The
function pop_gibbs (Figure 1, left) accepts programs which
denote a target density, an initial proposal, and kernels.
It returns a program q that performs APG sampling. This
program is evaluated in the right column to generate sam-
ples, compute an objective, and perform gradient descent to
train the initial proposal and the kernels.

APG samplers perform a series of sweeps, where each sweep
iterates over proposals that approximate Gibbs conditionals.



Core Property: Proper Weighting

[Naesseth, Lindsten, Schön, Foundations and Trends in Machine Learning, 2019]

Definition: A pair w, η is properly weighted with respect  
to a density π(η) when, for all measurable h(η),

Quantity of interest
(return value of program)

Density of interest
(program posterior)

Sampler
(can be a black box)

Constant of proportionality
(marginal likelihood)
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Combinators: A DSL for Inference

ProposeResampleMove

[Stites, Zimmerman, Wu, Sennesh, van de Meent, UAI 2021]

https://github.com/probtorch/combinators 
(Pyro implementation coming this Summer)

Semantics: Composition preserves proper weighting

https://github.com/probtorch/combinators


Example: Amortized Gibbs Samplers
def pop_gibbs(target , proposal , kernels , sweeps ):

q = propose(partial(target , suffix =0),
partial(proposal , suffix =0))

for s in range(sweeps ):
for k in kernels:

q = propose(
extend(partial(target , suffix=s+1),

partial(k, suffix=s)),
compose(partial(k, suffix=s+1),

resample(q, dim =0)))
return q

data , opt = ...
target , proposal , kernels = ...
q = pop_gibbs(target , proposal , kernels)
for _ in range (10000):

s0 = State(sample_size =[40, 20],
objective=inc_kl)

s, *outputs = q(s0 , data.next_batch (20))
s.loss.backward ()
opt.step()
opt.zero_grad ()

Figure 1: A combinator-based implementation of amortized population Gibbs sampling (Wu et al., 2020), along with a
procedure for training the target model, initial proposal, and each of the kernels that approximate Gibbs conditionals.

In this notation, the top of the rule lists conditions, and
the bottom states their implications. This rule states that,
for any trace t and density map r that can be generated
by evaluating f(c0), the unnormalized density Jf(c0)Kg(t)
evaluates to the product of the conditional probabilities in
r , whereas the prior density Jf(c0)Kp(t) corresponds to the
product for all unobserved variables. This implies that the
trace is distributed according to the prior, and that the weight
is the ratio between the unnormalized density and the prior

w = g f (t;c0)/p f (t;c0), t ⇠ p f (t;c0).

The above rule implicitly defines the support W f of the
density, in that it only defines the density for traces t that
can be generated by evaluating f(c0). In the languages that
we are interested in here, W f may not be statically deter-
minable through program analysis, but our exposition does
not require its explicit characterization.

Finally, we define the density that a program denotes under
substitution. We will define the unnormalized density to be
invariant under substitution,

Jf(c0)[t 0]Kg(t) = g f [t 0](t;c0) = g f (t;c0).

For the prior under substitution we use the notation

Jf(c0)[t 0]Kp(t) = p f [t 0](t;c0),

to denote a density over newly sampled variables, rather
than over all unobserved variables,

c,t,r,w ;f(c0)[t 0]

Jf(c0)[t 0]Kp(t) = ’
a2dom(t)\dom(t 0)

r(a)

This construction ensures that w = g f [t 0](t;c0)/p f [t 0](t;c0),
as in the case where no substitution is performed.

As previously, the support W f [t 0] is defined implicitly as
the set of traces that can be generated via evaluation under
substitution, which is a subset of the original support

W f [t 0] =
�

t 2 W f : t(a)=t 0(a)8a 2 dom(t)\dom(t 0)
 
.

3 INFERENCE COMBINATORS

We develop a domain-specific language (DSL) for impor-
tance samplers in terms of four combinators, with a grammar
that defines their possible compositions

f ::= A primitive program
p ::= f | extend(p, f)

q ::= p | resample(q) | compose(q0, q) | propose(p, q)

We distinguish between three expression types. We use f
to refer to a primitive program in the modeling language,
with sampler semantics that perform likelihood weighting
as described in the preceding section. We use p to refer to
a target program, which is either a primitive program, or a
composition of primitive programs that defines a density on
an extended space. Finally, we use q to refer to an inference
program that composes inference combinators.

3.1 EXAMPLE: AMORTIZED GIBBS SAMPLING

Before we define operational semantics for each combina-
tor, we illustrate their use in a concrete example. Figure 1
shows a program that makes use of a combinator DSL that is
embedded in Python. This code implements amortized pop-
ulation Gibbs (APG) samplers (Wu et al., 2020), a recently
developed method that combines stochastic variational in-
ference with sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) samplers to
learn a set of conditional proposals that approximate Gibbs
updates. This is an example where combinators are able to
concisely express an algorithm that would be non-trivial to
implement from scratch, even for experts.

We briefly discuss each operation in this algorithm. The
function pop_gibbs (Figure 1, left) accepts programs which
denote a target density, an initial proposal, and kernels.
It returns a program q that performs APG sampling. This
program is evaluated in the right column to generate sam-
ples, compute an objective, and perform gradient descent to
train the initial proposal and the kernels.

APG samplers perform a series of sweeps, where each sweep
iterates over proposals that approximate Gibbs conditionals.

Low-level algorithm description
(weight and gradient computations)

[Stites, Zimmerman, Wu, Sennesh, van de Meent, UAI, 2021]

Algorithm 1 Amortized Population Gibbs Sampling
1: for n in 1, . . . , N do . Loop over batch items
2: G� = 0 . Initialize gradient to 0
3: xn ⇠ pDATA(x)
4: for l in 1, . . . , L do . Initialize particles
5: zn,1,l ⇠ q�(z | xn)
6: wn,1,l  p✓(xn, zn,1,l) / q�(zn,1,l)

7: for k in 2, . . . ,K do . Loop over Gibbs updates
8: z̃, w̃ = zn,k�1, wn,k�1

9: for b in 1, . . . , B do . Loop over block updates
10: z̃, w̃ = RESAMPLE(z̃, w̃)
11: for l in 1, . . . , L do . Update particles
12: z̃0 lb ⇠ q�(· | xn, z̃l�b)

13: w̃l =
p✓(x

n,z̃0 l
b ,z̃l

�b) q�(z̃
l
b|x

n,z̃l
�b)

p✓(xn,z̃ l
b ,z̃

l
�b) q�(z̃

0 l
b |xn,z̃l

�b)
w̃l

14: z̃lb = z̃0 lb
15: G� = G� +

PL
l=1

w̃l
P

l0 w̃
l0

d
d� log q�(z̃lb | xn, z̃l�b) . Accumulate gradients

16: zn,k, wn,k = z̃, w̃

17: return G�, z, w . Output: Gradients, NKL weighted samples

4 Neural Sufficient Statistics131

Gibbs sampling strategies that sample from exact conditionals rely on conjugacy relationships.132

Typically, we assume a prior and likelihood that can both be expressed as exponential families133

p(x | z) = h(x) exp{⌘(z)> T (x)� logA(⌘(z))},
p(z) = h(z) exp{�>T (z)� logA(�)}.

In these densities h(·) is a base measure, T (·) is a vector of sufficient statistics, and A(·) is a log134

normalizer. The two densities are jointly conjugate when135

T (z) = (⌘(z),� logA(⌘(z))) (13)

In this case, the posterior distribution lies in the same exponential family as the prior136

p(z | x) / h(z) exp
�
(�1 + T (x))>T (z)� (�2 + 1) logA(⌘(z))

 
. (14)

Typically, the prior p(z | �) and likelihood p(x | z) are not jointly conjugate, but it is possible to137

identify conjugacy relationships at the level of invididual blocks of variables,138

p(zb | z�b, x) / h(zb) exp{(�b,1 + T (x, z�b))
>T (zb)� (�b,2 + 1) logA(⌘(zb))}. (15)

In the more general setting we consider here, these conjugacy relationships will typically not hold.139

However, we can still take inspiration from such relationships to design variational distributions that140

make use of conditional independencies in a model. We will assume that each of the approximate141

Gibbs updates q�(zb | x, z�b) is an exponential family, whose parameters are computed from a vector142

of prior parameters � and a vector of neural sufficient statistics T�(x, z�b)143

q�(zb | x, z�b) = p(zb | �+ T�(x, z�b)). (16)

This parameterization has a number of desirable properties. Exponential families are the largest-144

entropy distributions that match the moments defined by the sufficient statistics (see e.g. Wainwright145

and Jordan [2008]), which is helpful when minimizing the inclusive KL divergence. In exponential146

families it is also more straightforward to control the entropy of the variational distribution. In147

particular, we can initialize T�(x, z�b) to output values close to zero in order to ensure that we148

initially propose from a prior and/or regularize T�(x, z�b) to help avoid local optima.149

A particularly useful case arises in models where the data x = {x1, . . . , xM} are independent150

conditioned on z. In these models it is often possible to partition the latent variables z = {zG, zL}151

5

High-level algorithm description
(transition operators, resampling)
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User-specified 
importance sampler 

(inference combinators)

User-specified 
variational objectives 

(nested variational inference)

Deep Generative Model 
program pθ(x, z)

Inference Model 
program qφ(z | x)

Better proposals

Importance Sampling

Use proposals qφ(z | x) 
to sample from pθ(z | x)

Variational Inference

Learn proposals qφ(z | x) 
using samples from pθ(z | x)

Better gradient estimates
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1: Our PyBullet block stacking setup. (a) a simulated UR5 arm and a 60⇥60 cm workspace with blocks, (b) a simulated
top-down depth camera image of the workspace, (c) and (d) are examples of the goals states of 2 of our 16 block stacking tasks.

manipulation, our approach should generalize well to any problem
in robotics with a large action space.

This paper makes two main contributions. First, we show that a
state-conditioned action prior is an e�ective way to transfer knowl-
edge from previously solved tasks to new tasks in a robotic manipu-
lation domain. Our experimental results indicate that this approach
can dramatically increase the probability of visiting a goal state
during exploration. Second, we introduce a method of learning a
state-conditioned action prior in situations where the previously
learned policies are valid over di�erent regions of the state/action
space. This problem only occurs in large state/action spaces such as
in robotic manipulation, and we believe we are the �rst to address
it.

2 RELATED WORK
Action priors bias action selection during the exploration phase
of learning towards actions that were previously determined to be
viable. This information can either be speci�ed by an expert [1] or
extracted from policies from previously solved tasks [1, 6, 21, 22, 25].
Note that action priors refer to a di�erent construct than policy
priors [5, 34], as action priors do not involve posterior inference of
policy parameters.

Sherstov and Stone [25] eliminated actions not optimal for any
previous task in a state-agnostic way. Together with their trans-
fer learning algorithm, the state-agnostic action prior increases
learning speed in grid-world mazes. Fernández-Rebollo and Veloso
[6], Rosman and Ramamoorthy [21, 22] explored state-speci�c ac-
tion priors in similar discrete-state-space MDPs. Fernández-Rebollo
and Veloso [6] alternated between rolling out the policy being
learned and a policy sampled from a library. The probability distri-
bution over the library of policies was updated online to maximize
rewards for the current task. Rosman and Ramamoorthy [21, 22]
�lled in the pseudo-counts of Dirichlet distributions used to select
actions in each state by a weighted-sum of actions selected by pre-
viously learned policies. Abel et al. [1] combined action priors and
hand-crafted object-oriented representations [4] to improve the
run time of dynamic programming policy search for a Minecraft
environment and a real-world robotic manipulation task.

In contrast to pre-de�ned factored representations in Abel et al.
[1], we learn the action prior and model-free policies from pixels.
The Dirichlet prior [21, 22] is not easily extensible to continuous
state spaces; instead, we learn the action prior as a convolutional

network. Compared to Fernández-Rebollo and Veloso [6], we can-
not keep a library of policies loaded in memory, as each policy
is parameterized by a large convolutional network–we distill all
policies into a single action prior network.

In concurrent work, Ajay and Agrawal [2], Pertsch et al. [19]
learned action priors over �xed-length sequences of actions (also
called skill priors). Both approaches use varitional autoencoders
to learn representations for action sequences, and can be used to
solve composite robotic manipulation tasks. Singh et al. [26] studied
action priors (here called behavior priors) in a settingwhere training
and testing tasks di�er in terms of the objects being manipulated,
but are otherwise the same.

The topic of e�cient exploration is closely related to action
prior. Methods in this category often do not use additional informa-
tion, such as prior policies. Instead, they use a notion of surprise
or information content of a visited state. These quantities can be
measured by counting the number of times states were visited [27]
or by model-based approaches [11, 17]. Our problem statement is
incomparable with these approaches, as we exploit additional infor-
mation from previously learned tasks, which facilitates much more
targeted exploration compared to the notion of surprise alone.

Transfer learning has been studied extensively both in classi-
cal reinforcement learning [28] and in deep reinforcement learning
[9, 16, 29]. Goyal et al. [9], Teh et al. [29] learned a so-called default
policy while learning multiple specialized policies in a multi-task
or a multi-goal RL. To transfer to new tasks, Teh et al. [29] used the
KL-divergence between the default policy and a new policy as reg-
ularization, and Goyal et al. [9] used their default policy to quantify
the notion of a "decision state": a state in which we need make a
decision based on the task we want to solve (e.g., a crossroads in a
maze). Their agent is then encouraged to explore decision states
by adding an intrinsic reward. Both Goyal et al. [9], Teh et al. [29]
focuses their experimental evaluation on navigation tasks, with the
latter transfer method only being applicable to discrete-state-space
domains (due to them using count-based exploration). Parisotto
et al. [16] distill policies from training tasks into a single student,
which is then used to initialize the testing policy.

3 BACKGROUND
We model the pick and place robotics tasks in this paper as Markov
Decision Processes (MDPs, [3]) M = h(,�, %,', d0,Wi. ( and �
represent the sets of state and actions, % : (⇥� ! %A (() is a
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Figure 3: Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS)
Outline of the MCTS online planning algorithm.
In the selection stage, repeatedly select optimally-
promising* state-action pairs deeper in the tree; in
the expansion stage, At a leaf node, instantiate a
new node; in the simulation stage, perform a ”roll-
out” simulation to a specified depth, following a
heuristic policy to get Q(s, a); in the backpropa-
gation stage, backpropagate Q(s, a) and increment
N(s, a) along the simulation’s (s, a) path.

Figure 4: Caption

frequency is high enough, or, equivalently, its compu-
tation time low enough. Second, we care about the
quality of the computed decisions as per our objec-
tive or reward function, and that it be higher than
the baselines we compare against. Our specific system
uses a number of network-theoretic heuristics to guide
the search over decisions. Therefore, as a third test, we
want to determine the e↵ect of fewer or no heuristics
on the decision quality.

Show sample planning trajectory and intervention
plots and timeline [REPLACE]

4.1 Parameter tuning

4.2 Comparison against non-adaptive policies

Don’t know if we should show these as plots or tables

Discussion of MPC policy

5 Conclusion

conclusion
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